MINIMIZING CONSTITUTIONAL RISK

Introduction

States play leading roles in forging American energy policy, but they are limited by the Constitution to regulating in-state activities and transactions. Congress has empowered federal agencies to regulate matters that cross state boundaries, including air pollution, interstate energy sales, and nationwide efficiency standards. As the electric grid has become more interconnected across state lines, state regulation increasingly affects and overlaps with federal authority, challenging the efficacy of historic jurisdictional lines and applicability of Constitutional doctrines.

Since 2008, parties have challenged state energy policies in more than fifteen states, asserting that federal law preempts state action, or that a state policy impermissibly regulates or discriminates against interstate commerce. Most challenges target state electricity policies, from incentives for new gas-fired generation and mandates that utilities purchase renewable energy to limits on coal-fired power and feed-in tariffs. Other lawsuits have sought to overturn regulations limiting lifecycle greenhouse gas emissions of transportation fuels, incentives for hybrid taxis, and a state building code offering incentives for installing high-efficiency appliances.

These lawsuits need not halt state clean energy policymaking. Rather, policymakers can learn from them to understand the bounds of state authority set by the Constitution and Congress and appreciate the legal risks of various policy options. Armed with this understanding, policymakers can identify legal pathways for diversifying and de-carbonizing state energy supplies in support of environmental and economic goals.

This paper extracts key lessons from recent energy policy lawsuits, weighs constitutional risks of various state energy policies, and suggests ways for states to work within constitutional limits to achieve policy goals while minimizing the risk of a constitutional challenge. The paper’s Legal Appendix provides deeper background about the key constitutional doctrines and four federal statutes that have been the subjects of recent preemption challenges. To read the filings in recent energy lawsuits, please visit our website http://www.statepowerproject.org.
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Minimizing Dormant Commerce Clause Scrutiny

The Commerce Clause of the U.S. Constitution grants Congress the authority to “regulate commerce . . . among the several states and with the Indian tribes.” Courts read into this authority restrictions on state action that interferes with interstate commerce. Although the extent of the restrictions is up for debate, courts typically subject a state law to three inquiries under the so-called “dormant” Commerce Clause doctrine:

1. Does the law discriminate against out-of-state interests?
2. Does the law regulate commerce occurring wholly outside the state’s boundaries?
3. Does the law impose a burden on interstate commerce that is “clearly excessive” in relation to the stated local benefits?

“In all but the narrowest circumstances,” courts will strike down a state law that differentiates between in-state and out-of-state competing economic interests in a way that benefits the former and burdens the latter. The Legal Appendix includes examples of discriminatory laws and state taxes or fees that courts have found unconstitutional. The prohibition on economic discrimination is the most well-established aspect of dormant Commerce Clause case law.

The inquiry into whether a law regulates outside a state’s boundaries is less established, and the Supreme Court has rarely struck down a state law because of its “extraterritorial” reach. That said, every federal Circuit except the Fifth includes an extraterritoriality inquiry in its dormant Commerce Clause analysis. Recent challenges attempt to capitalize on the ambiguity of the legal doctrine and expand its application to target state laws that reach entities selling in interstate markets.

For example, plaintiffs argued that Colorado’s renewable portfolio standard was unconstitutional because it “projects Colorado law and policy outside of the borders of Colorado and regulates out-of-state production practices.” In an opinion written by now-Justice Neil Gorsuch, the Tenth Circuit rejected this broad application of the dormant Commerce Clause, speculating that if successful, it could provide the basis for “a novel lawmaking project” that would seek to rewrite numerous state laws.

The breadth of the extraterritorial inquiry — and indeed the appropriateness of the inquiry — will continue to vary and be a subject of debate until the Supreme Court provides clarification. Recent cases instruct that state policies can avoid the appearance of regulating out-of-state activities if they place legal obligations only on entities doing business in the state.

If a law survives the first and second inquiry, a court may subject it to what is known as the *Pike* balancing test. This inquiry requires a court to compare a law’s burden on interstate commerce against its local benefits. The court must consider the “nature of the local interest involved, and . . . whether it could be promoted as well with a lesser impact on interstate activities.”

The Supreme Court has expressed skepticism about whether the judicial branch is suited to conduct this test; nevertheless, it remains part of the dormant Commerce Clause analysis. Because the inquiry is fact-intensive, it is hard to draw general conclusions about how to design a law that will survive this test. However, in practice, courts rarely strike down state programs under the *Pike* test, and no recent energy policy has been found invalid under *Pike*.

Lawsuits can unsettle the energy regulatory landscape, potentially delaying investments and deployment. This section describes how states can achieve environmental policy goals without violating the dormant Commerce Clause doctrine.

States with energy policies that were challenged under the dormant Commerce Clause or Supremacy Clause (since 2008).
Mandates or Incentives for In-State Purchases

- States have responded to lawsuits by removing in-state requirements.
- If the state is the buyer, geographic discrimination is permissible because the dormant Commerce Clause is not implicated.
- If a state policy is motivated by non-protectionist purposes, locational limitations may be permissible.
- States should avoid rationalizing locational limitations based on economic benefits.
- A requirement to purchase environmental credits from facilities that deliver electricity into the region has been upheld.

Legal Background: A Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) or Renewable Energy Standard requires companies selling electricity to end-use consumers to generate or purchase a specific percentage of their energy from renewable sources. These laws typically require utilities to purchase and retire renewable energy credits (RECs) to demonstrate compliance. For example, if an RPS requires a utility to source ten percent of its sales from renewable sources, a utility may demonstrate compliance by holding RECs equivalent to at least ten percent of its sales.

A REC may signify that a quantity of electricity was generated by certain types of resources or represent the environmental attributes of a quantity of electricity. The Second Circuit Court of Appeals recently reiterated that RECs are “inventions of state property law whereby the renewable energy attributes are ‘unbundled’ from the energy itself and sold separately.”

As of July 2017, twenty-nine states and the District of Columbia had RPS laws. Some states require that utilities purchase a certain percentage of this renewable energy or RECs from renewable generators in the state, region, or utility service territory. Other states give utilities “bonus” credits for purchasing in-state renewable generation or RECs.

Challenges have sought to strike in-state requirements and incentives from an RPS. Courts have not decided these claims; however, in response to lawsuits, a few states have modified the challenged provisions. For instance, Massachusetts law required distribution utilities to sign long-term contracts with renewable generators located in Massachusetts. After being sued, the Bay State suspended the in-state requirement. In response to a lawsuit filed against Missouri, regulators never finalized a provision that would have required utilities to meet RPS obligations with in-state renewables.

While courts have not reached the merits about these discrimination claims, the Seventh Circuit observed that the in-state requirement in Michigan’s RPS “trips over an insurmountable constitutional objection.” A state “cannot, without violating the Commerce Clause, discriminate against out-of-state renewable energy.” Challenges have not been mounted to state policies that require or encourage utilities to purchase types of energy available in only some states, such as offshore wind or swine and poultry waste.

Policy Workaround: Use the Market Participant Exception

Summary: Under Supreme Court case law, a state may favor in-state renewable energy generation if the state directly participates in the electricity market. According to the Court, a state participating in a market as a “purchaser, seller, or producer,” rather than a regulator, may favor its own citizens. In these circumstances, the dormant Commerce Clause is not implicated because the state is participating in the market, not regulating it. An RPS or other program implemented through a state-run procurement process might meet the ‘market participant’ exception.

New York’s Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA) implements that state’s RPS. The state agency procures RECs using funds collected from utility ratepayers to meet a statewide annual target set by the Public Service Commission (PSC).

In 2013, the PSC granted a NYSERDA petition to limit RPS eligibility to in-state renewable energy generation and off-shore wind interconnected to New York’s grid. The PSC reasoned that because NYSERDA is the only purchaser of the RECs used amended the State’s RPS to remove the phrase “in Colorado” from provisions offering REC bonuses and mandating procurement from certain resources.

A state participating in a market as a “purchaser, seller, or producer,” rather than a regulator, may favor its own citizens.
for RPS compliance, a New York REC is not “an article of interstate commerce” and there is no “market” for purposes of the dormant Commerce Clause. Instead, the PSC found the REC amounts to a permissible State subsidy.

Hydro-Quebec petitioned for rehearing, arguing that a REC market does exist — consumers use RECs to demonstrate that they are purchasing renewable energy. The PSC affirmed its prior ruling and added that the state is a participant in the wider REC market. Now, the PSC found that New York could limit participation in the REC market to in-state generators because NYSERDA is a “market participant.”

According to the PSC, this exception allows NYSERDA, a public benefit corporation established under New York’s State Public Authorities Law and the sole purchaser of New York RECs for RPS compliance, to restrict its REC purchases to those generated by in-state renewable projects. No one challenged this final order in court.

Policy Workaround: Use Criteria other than Economic Protectionism for Making Locational Distinctions

Summary: Even where the dormant Commerce Clause does apply, states may be able to include locational requirements in renewable energy policies, so long as they are not primarily intended to bolster domestic economic competitiveness over out-of-state firms. Some non-economic benefits of renewable energy are contingent on the location of the generation. A state may be able to include locational requirements that are based on these types of benefits. For example, fossil-fuel fired generation uses large amounts of water and emits pollution that is harmful to human health. Locally sited renewable generation that can displace in-state fossil fuel generation may therefore reduce water use and local air pollution.

The California Legislature adopted this reasoning in its RPS, which requires utilities to procure a certain amount of RPS-compliant energy from generators that connect to a California balancing authority.

An out-of-state wind generator nonetheless filed an administrative challenge at the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), arguing that the interconnection requirement discriminated against out-of-state generators.

The CPUC rejected the challenge, concluding that the requirement, along with other rules, ensured that California consumers receive RPS energy and realize the benefits articulated by the legislature. The CPUC also asserted that many out-of-state generators can connect to California, and that the rules do not create any preference for those located within California’s boundaries. The CPUC’s rules were not challenged in court.

Distributed generation requirements are also inherently local. Colorado law requires that utilities meet a portion of their RPS obligations through distributed generation, including behind-the-meter generation. Challengers argued that the distributed generation requirement was discriminatory because it amounted to a de facto “in Colorado” requirement. The state responded that distributed generation offered several permissible benefits, including reducing energy losses due to long-distance transmission, improving reliability, and reducing peak demand. The court held that plaintiffs did not have standing to challenge this requirement and so did not issue a decision on the merits (see page 26 for more on standing).

States should be careful not to rationalize otherwise appropriate locational requirements based on economic benefits. The Supreme Court has said that courts “must assume that the objectives articulated by the legislature are actual purposes of the statute, unless an examination of the circumstances forces [the court] to conclude that they could not have been the goal of the legislation.” Thus, if legislation is explicitly premised on permissible benefits, such as environmental protection, courts will generally be reluctant to find a discriminatory purpose. While in-state economic benefits may be politically attractive, explicitly including them in legislation or regulations may backfire in the face of a dormant Commerce Clause challenge.

States should be careful not to rationalize otherwise appropriate locational requirements based on economic benefits.

b A balancing authority ensures that the supply of electricity is equal to consumer demand and maintains the safe operation of the electric grid in a particular region.
For instance, a district court relied on the rule’s default “carbon intensity scoring” to find that California’s Low Carbon Fuel Standard was discriminatory on its face (see pages 9 and 16 for a more detailed description). However, the court also quoted agency documents predicting that the regulation could lead to the construction of in-state refineries, which would “provide needed employment [and] an increased tax base for the state.” While the Ninth Circuit ultimately found that the Low Carbon Fuel Standard was not discriminatory, the stated in-state economic benefits created litigation risk for the rule.

Courts have relied on language about local economic benefits to strike down a Hawaiian statute protecting indigenous alcohols and Illinois and Indiana statutes requiring pollution control equipment to enable the continued use of in-state high sulfur coal.

A lawful purpose does not render a discriminatory state law immune to dormant Commerce Clause claims. The Supreme Court has said that states may not pursue a legitimate goal “by the illegitimate means of isolating the State from the national economy.”

**Legal Challenge: New Jersey and Maryland Locational Requirements Do Not Discriminate**

In 2012, generators filed separate lawsuits challenging a Maryland Public Service Commission order and a New Jersey law that required distribution utilities to sign contracts with developers of new natural gas-fired power plants. Maryland’s order required the new plant to be located in a particular PJM region, 98 percent of which is in Maryland. The New Jersey law established a system for evaluating potential projects that treated in-state projects more favorably. In both cases, the stated motivations for the locational requirements were to ensure in-state reliability and lower electricity prices for in-state consumers.

Federal district courts in Maryland and New Jersey rejected dormant Commerce Clause challenges, although they found that the Federal Power Act preempted (See page 14). The Maryland court noted that requiring the plant to be located in a particular region of the PJM interstate electricity market, rather than “in Maryland,” did not save the order from Commerce Clause scrutiny.

However, the court held that the Maryland order did not discriminate against interstate commerce because the order did not erect any barriers to interstate commerce or provide any competitive advantages to the plant based on location. Moreover, “Maryland has a legitimate interest in ensuring that Maryland residents have available to them an adequate and reliable supply of electric energy.” Under Pike, this non-protectionist interest outweighed any burdens on interstate commerce.

Likewise, the New Jersey court found no unconstitutional discrimination; the challengers could not overcome the “persuasive evidence” that “reliability issues could only be resolved in one of two ways – transmission . . . or additional generation in or near the location where the reliability issue will
occur [emphasis in original]. . . . As such, it appears reasonable that the [New Jersey] Board would incentivize construction in areas where reliability concerns are in flux.\footnote{44}

The Third and Fourth Circuits upheld these lower court decisions based on preemption and did not reach the Commerce Clause claims.\footnote{45} The Supreme Court affirmed the Fourth Circuit’s decision.\footnote{46}

Legal Challenge: Connecticut Deliverability Requirement Does Not Discriminate

Connecticut’s RPS accepts RECs from a renewable energy facility located within New England or from an adjacent region that delivers energy into the New England grid. The owner of a solar project in Georgia filed suit, arguing that Connecticut law discriminates against its RECs. In 2017, the Second Circuit affirmed a lower court’s dismissal, holding that Georgia RECs are a “different product” from RECs that meet Connecticut’s requirements and the RPS therefore does no more than treat different products differently in a nondiscriminatory fashion.\footnote{47}

Citing its previous holding that RECs are “inventions of state property law,” the court found that Connecticut has “invented a class of RECs that differs” from Georgia RECs. RECs that meet the regional deliverability requirement ensure that the RPS increases the renewable energy that Connecticut consumers receive. The court concluded that treating all REC producers similarly, regardless of location, would not serve Connecticut’s legitimate policy goals.

Preference for In-State Industry: Taxes or Fees

- State taxes may not discriminate against interstate businesses.
- Courts have not ruled whether a Systems Benefits Charge (SBC) is an acceptable mechanism for subsidizing in-state energy projects.

State taxes or fees must abide by dormant Commerce Clause limits.\footnote{48} In addition, the Supreme Court has held that proceeds of an even-handed tax on products or services subject to interstate competition may not be distributed to subsidize in-state businesses.

In *West Lynn Creamery*, the Supreme Court invalidated a tax that was applied to all milk wholesalers, regardless of location, because the revenue was then distributed only to in-state producers to maintain their competitiveness in interstate milk markets. Although the tax itself was not discriminatory, coupling the tax with payments only to Massachusetts producers “created a program more dangerous to interstate commerce” than the tax or subsidy alone.\footnote{49}

No recently filed lawsuits have challenged a state energy tax.

Policy Workaround: Structure Tax-Subsidy Schemes to Tax In-State Entities for In-State Services

Many states subsidize in-state energy projects through System Benefits Charges (SBCs) or similar items on ratepayers’ utility bills. An SBC is likely classified as a “fee” rather than a “tax,” a distinction that can be consequential as some states require legislative supermajorities to raise taxes.\footnote{50} Nonetheless, an SBC is functionally similar to a tax because state law requires all ratepayers to pay the charge.\footnote{51}

Regardless of whether it is classified as a tax or fee, an SBC can be distinguished from a tax on interstate commerce. Generally, an SBC is inherently intrastate; the charge appears on bills that an in-state utility sends to in-state customers for in-state purchases. An SBC can further be insulated from interstate commerce when a utility calculates it based on in-state services such as distribution of energy over local wires, rather than on retail sales that are more closely connected to interstate commerce.

SBC revenue is typically collected in a state-administered fund and then distributed to energy projects. Under some state laws, SBC revenue is distributed only to in-state projects.\footnote{52}

Such in-state discrimination is unlikely to violate the dormant Commerce Clause because a state may use taxes on in-state services to benefit its own citizens.\footnote{53}

Regulating In-State Participants in Interstate Markets

- Courts are likely to strike down a law that regulates a wholly out-of-state transaction.
- An extraterritorial analysis can turn on whether a state law places legal obligations on out-of-state entities or controls out-of-state transactions.
- Policies that place legal obligations on in-state entities, such as utilities selling to retail customers, should be safe from extraterritorial challenges.

When analyzing a claim that a state law regulates extraterritorially, a court’s inquiry focuses on whether the statute directly controls conduct in another state. A key part of that inquiry is determining whether the law places legal obligations on entities operating in other states. If it does, the law may be vulnerable to a legal challenge.
In 2014, a federal district court struck down Minnesota's law banning imported electricity from coal plants without carbon offsets because the statute's prohibition applied to any "person." According to the court, because the prohibition is not limited to persons in Minnesota, the statute's plain language could apply to entities buying and selling power wholly outside of Minnesota's borders. Given the interstate nature of the electric grid, the court reasoned that a generator in neighboring North Dakota could import coal-fired electricity incidentally into Minnesota in violation of the statute, even if Minnesota utilities or consumers had not purchased its power. The court concluded that the law's practical effect is to "control non-Minnesota entities' conduct occurring wholly outside of Minnesota." Notably, only one of the three Eighth Circuit judges reviewing the lower court's decision agreed with this reasoning (the other two judges held the law was preempted). On the other hand, a federal district court determined the Colorado RPS "only regulates Colorado energy generators and the companies that do business with Colorado energy generators." Although a generator selling power to a Colorado utility may be located out-of-state, the law does not regulate wholly out-of-state activity because one party to the transaction is located in Colorado. Nor did the standard impose conditions on electricity imported into Colorado. A unanimous Tenth Circuit panel affirmed the judgment.

The critical difference between the laws in Minnesota and Colorado is where the law places mandatory legal obligations. Minnesota's law targeted any "person" engaging in certain conduct. As noted, the court found the law unconstitutional because the unrestricted term "person" could be used by Minnesota regulators to control the conduct of out-of-state entities.

The Colorado statute targets Colorado utilities and out-of-state generators that "freely choose[] to do business with a Colorado utility." According to the district court, a voluntary incentive that induces an out-of-state generator to conform its conduct to Colorado law does not violate the dormant Commerce Clause. Similarly, narrow definitions of regulated entities have helped two California initiatives survive dormant Commerce Clause challenges (see below).

**Legal Challenge: California Low Carbon Fuel Standard Does Not Regulate Extraterritorially**

To comply with California's Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS), California fuel blenders must purchase ethanol that on average does not exceed listed carbon intensity (CI) limits. "CI scores are based on [California's] assessment of [other] states' farming practices . . . crop yields; harvesting practices; and collection and transportation of the crop." These factors track the federal government's standards for "greenhouse gas life cycle" analyses.

In 2011, a federal district court ruled that the LCFS violated the dormant Commerce Clause, in part because it "impermissibly regulates extraterritorially." The court found that by considering how ethanol was produced and transported to the point of sale in California, the LCFS sought to regulate wholly out-of-state activities. The Court also found that requirements like the LCFS could balkanize national ethanol markets or lead to inconsistent regulation. The Ninth Circuit reversed, noting a distinction between "laws 'that regulate out-of-state actors directly' from those that 'regulate[ ] contractual relationships in which at least one party is located in [the regulating state]." Moreover, the court found that California did not seek to control out-of-state ethanol production or transportation; the state merely considered the effect of these factors in its life cycle analysis. As for the district court's balkanization concern, the Ninth Circuit noted, "[i]f we were to invalidate regulation every time another state considered a
complementary statute, we would destroy the states’ ability to experiment with regulation.”

Legal Challenge: FERC Authorizes California CO2 Allowances in Market Rules
In 2014, a similar issue in California was brought before FERC. California law requires importers of electricity to hold allowances representing the carbon emissions associated with that energy. In June 2014, FERC approved the California ISO’s Energy Imbalance Market (EIM), which extends the boundaries of the ISO’s real-time market into other Western states. The market rules permit a generator outside of California to include a bid adder with its energy bid to cover the cost of the GHG allowances. If a generator does not want to comply with the carbon emissions rules, it may submit a very high bid adder to ensure that its bid is uneconomic and will not be selected to serve California consumers.

A market participant requested that FERC reconsider the EIM bid adder rules, in part because they posed an “impermissible intrusion and burden by a state program on interstate commerce.” FERC rejected that argument, noting that participation in the new market is voluntary and that the market participant had failed to explain how incorporating California’s requirement into the FERC-jurisdictional market violates the dormant Commerce Clause. FERC’s order was not challenged in federal court.

It is not clear that a FERC order could be challenged under the dormant Commerce Clause. The dormant Commerce Clause limits the regulatory authority of states, not federal agencies.

The Ninth Circuit [noted] a distinction between “laws ‘that regulate out-of-state actors directly’ from those that ‘regulate[ ] contractual relationships in which at least one party is located in [the regulating state]’.”
Avoiding Preemption

Under the Constitution’s Supremacy Clause, constitutional provisions and federal statutes are the supreme law of the land. Congress has provided federal agencies with exclusive jurisdiction over some areas of energy regulation, preempting state laws that encroach on this federal space. In other areas, federal agencies and states share responsibility, and states can supplement a federal standard or take a different approach from the federal regime. State law can still be preempted if it conflicts with federal statute or regulation.

The four federal laws most likely to overlap or conflict with states’ energy regulation — the Federal Power Act, PURPA, Clean Air Act, and the Energy Policy and Conservation Act — are discussed in the Legal Appendix. Here, we highlight state energy policies at issue in recent preemption challenges. For some policies, there are “workarounds” that may enable state to avoid preemption.

Incentives for Electricity Generation

A state can choose from a number of policy options, to spur investment in new electric generation capacity or keep financially struggling plants open. States should be allowed to use standard economic development incentives, such as tax exempt bond financing or property tax relief, provided they align such incentives with dormant Commerce Clause doctrine.

States also have policy options specific to electricity generation. However, as discussed in more detail in the Legal Appendix, a significant limitation on state authority is that Congress granted FERC exclusive jurisdiction to regulate wholesale power sales. Direct state regulation of wholesale rates is therefore field preempted. This section examines three policies that may amount to impermissible wholesale rate making if not designed to avoid preemption: mandating feed-in tariffs, mandating purchases from specific generators or types of generators, and pricing renewable energy or environmental credits.

Designing a Feed-In Tariff (FiT)

• A state could mandate that utilities offer a FiT for generation facilities owned by a state or local government.
• A state could establish a FiT for municipal or cooperative utilities because FERC does not have jurisdiction over those entities.
• A state-mandated FiT may be preempted unless it meets the technical requirements of PURPA.

Because FERC has exclusive jurisdiction to regulate wholesale power sales, a state-mandated FiT with a rate set by the state may be field preempted.

Legal Background: A feed-in tariff is a standard offer contract that a utility must offer to any generation facility that meets certain criteria. Because FERC has exclusive jurisdiction to regulate wholesale power sales, a state-mandated FiT with a rate set by the state may be field preempted, although no federal court has ruled on this precise issue.

Policy Workaround: Design a FiT Within the Parameters Set by PURPA

Summary: States can avoid preemption by structuring a FiT that comports with PURPA. According to FERC, PURPA allows states to set wholesale rates for renewable energy that reflect the costs of energy generated by renewable sources and that account for reduced emissions and other benefits, provided these benefits reflect costs that the utility would otherwise incur.

How PURPA Works: In PURPA, Congress crafted an exception to the FPA restriction on state wholesale ratemaking that facilitated the creation of non-utility owned generators. PURPA requires utilities to purchase energy and capacity from a “qualifying facility” (QF) – a renewable generator 80 megawatts (MW) or less or a co-generator meeting certain efficiency requirements. Congress determined that this must-purchase requirement was necessary to spur the development of QFs because utilities were vertically integrated when PURPA was enacted and would not have purchased power from competing facilities.

A FERC order implementing PURPA stipulates that the purchase price must not exceed the utility’s “avoided cost.” PURPA avoided cost is the cost of energy that a utility would have to buy if it were not buying energy generated by the qualifying facility. State regulators set utility-specific rates,
which FERC is “reluctant to second guess” because the determinations are “by their nature fact-specific.”

FERC has explained that because states can dictate a utility’s purchasing decisions, they can also determine which generators are displaced by a qualifying facility. If a state requires a utility to procure energy from renewable generators, for instance, those types of generators may provide the basis for calculating a utility’s avoided cost for that procurement requirement.

PURPA therefore permits (but does not require) a “tiered” avoided cost rate structure. For example, a utility in a state with an RPS may have to procure energy from two tiers of generators. One tier is defined by the RPS, and the second tier consists of all other sources that the utility relies on to maintain adequate service. A state could have additional tiers, if its RPS includes a solar carve-out or other mandates for a particular type of renewable source.

Recognizing that non-utility generators may have easier access to the wholesale market than they did when PURPA was enacted, Congress amended the statute in 2005 to allow utilities to seek an exemption from the qualifying facility purchase requirement. FERC’s regulations establish a rebuttable presumption that utilities participating in an RTO or ISO (see below) should be relieved of their obligation to purchase energy from qualifying facilities larger than 20 MW. To be relieved of its obligation for smaller facilities, a utility must demonstrate that the facility has nondiscriminatory access to competitive markets.

**A PURPA-Compliant FiT:** Under a multi-tier avoided-cost structure in a state with an RPS, a state can set a separate renewable energy avoided cost rate that is based on the cost of RPS-eligible generation. The rate may also include avoided environmental, transmission, or other costs, provided those costs are “real costs that would be incurred by utilities.” States have adopted several different methodologies for calculating avoided cost rates.

Setting a multi-tiered avoided-cost rate structure is not without risk. While FERC has endorsed this approach, courts are not required to agree with FERC’s legal conclusions.

**Legal Challenges:** Developers Challenge FiTs in Vermont and California

**Vermont Program:** From 2009 to 2012, Vermont’s Sustainably Priced Energy Enterprise Development (SPEED) program set a FiT for qualifying facilities under 2.2 MW. In 2013, an auction mechanism set the SPEED rate. Neither mechanism set the rate based on a utility commission-approved avoided cost calculation. Qualifying facilities could choose to participate in SPEED and get this state-mandated rate, or take the avoided cost rate that had long been available to qualifying facilities in Vermont.

In 2013, Otter Creek, a 2 MW solar facility in Vermont, filed a complaint with FERC arguing that SPEED amounted to illegal wholesale ratemaking and was preempted by the Federal Power Act. FERC opted not to exercise its discretionary enforcement authority, finding that Otter Creek had suffered no harm from the optional SPEED program because developers could take Vermont’s avoided cost rate instead of participating. According to FERC, a qualifying facility may voluntarily agree to any rate it finds acceptable. Otter Creek did not file a lawsuit.

**California Program:** As required by state law, each of California’s three investor-owned utilities has a renewable market adjusting tariff (ReMAT). The tariffs were available to facilities smaller than 3 MW and registered with FERC as qualifying facilities. The tariff rates were initially based on the results of an auction for new renewable capacity, and can be adjusted every two months based on market prices. Each utility offers the adjusted rate to project developers in its queue, who choose whether or not to accept the rate.

Winding Creek, a 1 MW facility in California, sued in federal district court alleging that ReMAT is inconsistent with PURPA and preempted by the Federal Power Act. In its June 2014 complaint, Winding Creek alleges that ReMAT is preempted because its rate is not based on an avoided cost determination, and because it caps the total capacity of qualifying facilities that can participate. According to the complaint, while California continues to offer a short-run avoided cost rate to qualifying facilities, ReMAT has displaced the state’s long-run avoided cost rate for small facilities. The CPUC responded by arguing that PURPA does not require a state to offer a long-term avoided cost rate.

A federal court conducted a trial in the spring of 2017. As of July 2017, the case is still pending. Although neither state’s FiT has been overturned,
these two cases illustrate a FiT’s legal vulnerability.

**Mandating Purchases from Specific Generators or Resource Types**
- A state may conduct a competitive procurement and require utilities to negotiate with the winning developers.
- A state may not change the rate that a generator receives for sales conducted through a FERC-regulated auction.

**Market Background:** Utilities serving approximately half of U.S. electricity customers participate in auction markets regulated by FERC through the Federal Power Act (ERCOT oversees intrastate transmission of electricity within Texas and is not regulated by FERC). In these markets, generators submit offers to sell quantities of energy, while buyers, such as distribution utilities that sell electricity to consumers, submit offers to buy. The RTO/ISO computes the clearing price where supply intersects with demand, and then accepts all sellers’ offers below the clearing price.

A utility typically does not procure all of its energy from an organized market. It may also procure energy through bilateral contracts and, in some states, own its own power plants. In addition, generators in some markets can also sell future capacity bilaterally or through RTO/ISO-organized auctions. Capacity payments compensate plants for having the ability to generate energy at a later time. Under market rules, utilities have to demonstrate that they have paid for or contracted with sufficient capacity to meet their peak demand.

As long as it does not set a wholesale rate, a state should be able to require utilities to procure energy and capacity from particular types of generation resources. No one has challenged an RPS on preemption grounds, and no court has held that a state is prohibited from requiring utilities to contract with renewable generators or other specified resource types.

Moreover, it appears a state can require a utility to issue a request for proposals (RFP) for new generation or use other market-based mechanisms to procure a mandated amount of generation capacity. The Second Circuit recently called it “settled law” that “specifying the sizes and types of generators that may bid into [an RFP] . . . lies well within the scope
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**Map of FERC-Regulated Organized Markets**

Source: FERC. Utilities in eight Western states participate in the California ISO’s real-time energy market.
FERC has tacitly endorsed state authority to direct utility procurements with market-based mechanisms. When utilities in the Northeast divested their generation assets in the late 1990s, some states required utilities to participate in state-administered auctions to procure power for ratepayers that had not chosen an alternative retail supplier. FERC has repeatedly granted waivers to generation companies that allow them to sell to utilities with the same parent company. These waivers suggest that FERC believes that the FPA allows states to administer a utility procurement process.

A 1995 FERC order concludes that “states have broad powers under state law to direct the planning and resource decisions of utilities,” and “assuming state law permits, may order utilities to purchase renewable generation.” FERC reiterated this conclusion in 2010. Yet, while it believes “states have numerous ways outside of PURPA to encourage renewable resources,” FERC does not discuss these, or identify whether specific procurement mechanisms might overstep into areas of FERC jurisdiction.

States should be careful that in mandating utilities purchase from certain types of resources they do not overstep their authority by regulating wholesale sales. Generation procurement is an area of shared authority; states retain jurisdiction over siting, environmental standards, and fuel choices, while FERC oversees wholesale sales and may assert jurisdiction over matters directly affecting those rates. State-mandated procurements lie at the confluence of this overlapping jurisdiction.

**Legal Challenge: Connecticut May Set Terms of an RFP**

A project developer filed multiple lawsuits in federal district court arguing that the Federal Power Act preempts Connecticut RFPs for renewable energy. State law required regulators to conduct RFPs and select the winning bids. According to the plaintiff, by “directing” utilities to “enter into” contracts with winning bidders, the law effectively “compels” utilities to sign contracts at terms that were offered by the bidders and selected by regulators. This supposed compulsion by the state amounts to regulation of a wholesale transaction and must therefore be preempted.

The Second Circuit affirmed a lower court’s dismissal of the complaint. Contrary to the plaintiff’s claim, the court found that the RFP does not obligate utilities to actually sign contracts but instead specifies that utilities will be responsible for negotiation and execution of any final contract. The court’s opinion does not speculate whether or not an RFP could be preempted if it did, in fact, compel a utility to sign a contract with a specific generator.

The court also concluded that the RFP is not likely “to produce contracts that violate the bright line laid out in [the Supreme Court’s] Hughes [decision]: the RFPs do not, for instance, require bids that are ‘tethered to a generator’s wholesale market participation’ or that ‘condition payment of funds on capacity clearing the auction.’”

**Legal Challenge: Supreme Court Holds Maryland Scheme Is Preempted**

In 2016, the Supreme Court held that a state policy that guaranteed a generator revenue for sales into an RTO market was preempted because the state had “set an interstate wholesale rate, contravening the FPA’s division of authority between state and federal regulators” (the lawsuit also featured dormant Commerce Clause claims, see page 7).

Generators in the PJM region challenged a Maryland Public Service Commission (PSC) order that required each of the state’s distribution utilities to enter into a contract for differences with a new natural gas fired generator. For each sale it made to PJM, the developer would receive the PJM price as well as the difference between the PJM price and the contract rate. The contract was a purely financial arrangement and did not transfer ownership of energy or capacity between the generator and the utilities.

In *Hughes v. Talen*, the Court concluded that PJM’s FERC-approved auction rules are the sole mechanism for setting just and reasonable rates for sales in that market. The state-mandated contracts were preempted because they “operated within the auction” to true-up the price without transferring anything of value between the contracting parties.

States should be careful that in mandating utilities purchase from certain types of resources they do not overstep their authority by regulating wholesale sales.
While declining to opine on the legality of other state programs, the Court concluded that “[s]o long as a State does not condition payment of funds on capacity clearing the auction, the State’s program would not suffer from the fatal defect that renders Maryland’s program unacceptable.”

Although Maryland argued that the contract was motivated by concerns about reliability, the Court admonished that “States may not seek to achieve ends, however legitimate, through regulatory means that intrude on FERC’s authority over interstate wholesale rates.”

The Fourth Circuit had also concluded that the PSC’s order was conflict preempted. The Supreme Court did not address this issue. The Third Circuit held that a nearly identical scheme in New Jersey was field preempted but declined to reach the conflict preemption question.

**Setting the Price of Renewable Energy or Environmental Credits**

- An energy or emissions credit is an instrument certifying that electricity was generated pursuant to certain standards or representing the environmental and other non-power attributes of electricity.
- Credits provide generators with revenue that supplements income from energy and capacity sales.
- A policy that sets credit prices could be preempted when the credits are sold with wholesale power.

As mentioned above, utilities acquire renewable energy credits (RECs) to demonstrate compliance with a state’s RPS. RECs are typically sold through bilateral contracts or through auction markets not regulated by FERC.

RECs can be sold with their associated energy (bundled) or without any energy (unbundled). State laws differ on whether unbundled RECs can be used for compliance purposes. In 2012, FERC asserted that it has exclusive jurisdiction over sales of bundled RECs (but not over sales of unbundled RECs) because bundled RECs are sold “in connection with” and “directly affect” energy sales. This assertion has not been challenged, but FERC’s legal test is consistent with the Supreme Court’s 2016 decision in *FERC v. Electric Power Supply Association (EPSA)*.

At issue there was FERC’s regulation of demand response compensation in RTO markets. The Court found that FERC has jurisdiction over demand response in wholesale markets because FERC demonstrated that demand response “directly affects” wholesale rates. The Court endorsed the “directly affecting” jurisdictional test as a “common-sense construction of the FPA’s language.”

The Court’s decision in EPSA does not address FERC’s jurisdiction over bundled RECs. However, the Court’s application of the “directly affects” test that FERC used in its REC order strongly supports the conclusion that FERC’s reasoning is on solid legal ground.

Moreover, two federal district courts relied on FERC’s REC order to dismiss preemption claims about state pricing of unbundled credits. In 2016, New York and Illinois created Zero Emission Credits (ZEC), awarding one ZEC for each megawatt-hour generated by identified nuclear plants. The states require utilities to purchase ZECs at administratively set prices. Challengers argue that ZECs are preempted by the FPA, in part because they alter the revenue paid to nuclear generators for wholesale sales.

Both courts dismissed the preemption claims on several grounds. Importantly, they concluded that because ZECs are sold unbundled from energy sales, ZECs do not directly alter a FERC-jurisdictional wholesale rate. In addition, neither court could discern a legally meaningful distinction between unbundled RECs and ZECs. The courts deferred to FERC’s determination that states have exclusive jurisdiction over unbundled credits and therefore concluded that ZECs are not subject to FERC’s exclusive jurisdiction.

---

Demand response means a reduction in the consumption of electric energy by customers from their expected consumption in response to an increase in the price of electric energy or to incentive payments designed to induce lower consumption of electric energy. 18 CFR § 35.28(b)(4).
Avoiding Preemption by Federal Efficiency and Air Pollution Laws

- Federal law explicitly preempts state efficiency standards for vehicles and appliances with a federal standard.
- Federal law limits state regulation of “any characteristic or component” of vehicle fuels or fuel additives, although there are workarounds.
- Voluntary programs for efficient vehicles may be permissible depending on the program’s scope.
- States and local authorities may establish building codes.
- Federal law allows states to set air pollution standards for stationary sources that are more stringent than EPA rules.

Vehicle Standards
The federal Energy Policy and Conservation Act (EPCA) established the Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) standards, which govern efficiency standards of new cars. EPCA prohibits a state or local government from adopting other fuel economy standards, although they may set requirements for their own fleets and offer limited incentives to promote fuel-efficient taxis.

The federal Clean Air Act (CAA) also generally preempts state regulation of vehicle emissions. However, the statute includes a conditional waiver provision for California. If the federal EPA grants a waiver to California, that state may set more stringent standards. Moreover, once a waiver has issued, California’s vehicle emissions standards have the force of federal law; other states may then adopt California’s standards without fear of preemption.

In addition, the CAA preempts states from regulating “any characteristic or component” of a vehicle fuel. However, California’s vehicle waiver entitles it to an exception here, too; moreover, once EPA approves a fuel or fuel additive provision in a state’s implementation plan, that state may regulate the makeup of vehicle fuel.

When challengers argued that California’s Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) was preempted by the CAA (and under the dormant Commerce Clause, see page 9), California argued that the CAA section 211(c) waiver protected the LCFS from these claims. The challengers argued that the waiver did not apply because much of the carbon intensity value assigned to motor fuels related to their manufacture and transport rather than a “characteristic or component” of the fuel. The district court held the LCFS properly fell within the 211(c) waiver but that the rule could be preempted by another provision of the Clean Air Act, the Renewable Fuel Standard.

On remand from the Ninth Circuit, a federal district court ruled that California’s low carbon fuel standard, which aims to lower lifecycle GHG emissions of liquid fuels consumed in California, does not conflict with the federal Renewable Fuel Standard and so is not preempted. The court’s decision did not rely on any waiver for California, and if its reading of the federal standard is adopted by other courts it would allow other states to adopt similar policies.

Legal Challenges: Fuel Efficiency Rules for New York Taxis Are Preempted but Voluntary Programs and Incentives in Washington and Texas Are Not

In 2008, a federal district court barred New York City from implementing a miles-per-gallon standard for new taxis, because the rule was likely preempted by federal law. The city did not appeal, but issued a new rule that raised the price a taxi owner can charge a driver to lease a hybrid or clean diesel taxi while lowering the cap for other vehicles. The new caps incentivized ownership of hybrid and clean diesel taxis.

The district court issued a second preliminary injunction, concluding the incentives “constitute[d] an offer which cannot, in practical effect, be refused.” The Second Circuit upheld the injunction, agreeing that the rules are “based expressly on the fuel economy of a leased vehicle, [and] plainly fall within the scope of the EPCA preemption provision.”

A district court in Washington State held that while a “mandate” is preempted by the EPCA, a “voluntary incentive program” is not. King County issued an RFP for new taxi licenses and required winning applicants to use hybrid vehicles. The court distinguished the initial New York rules subjecting all taxis to fuel efficiency requirements from King County’s incentive program, which affected only ten percent of taxis and did not require existing taxi owners to do anything. Similarly, the Fifth Circuit upheld a Dallas ordinance granting taxis fueled by compressed natural gas (CNG) queue-jumping privileges at the airport. Plaintiffs argued that the rule was preempted by the Clean Air Act’s prohibition of state or local “standard[s] relating to the control of emissions from new motor vehicles or new motor vehicle engines.”

The Fifth Circuit panel concluded that the ordinance provides an incentive and does not set a standard or...
“effectively compel” taxi owners to switch to CNG vehicles. The panel declined to “parse precisely when an incentive program might turn sufficiently coercive to qualify as a de facto standard,” leaving that question for future cases.

**Appliance Standards**
EPCA requires the Department of Energy (DOE) to set efficiency standards for more than a dozen types of appliances, such as dishwashers and air conditioners, and authorizes DOE to set standards for other products that consume more than 100 kilowatt-hours per year in U.S. households. As of May 31, 2017, DOE had set standards for approximately fifty appliance categories.

A state efficiency standard for these appliances is preempted unless the state receives a waiver from DOE. A state must establish that a waiver is necessary to meet an “unusual and compelling” energy or water interest. As of January 2017, DOE had never granted a waiver.

A state may set an efficiency standard for appliances not covered by a federal standard. Efficiency advocates have identified 21 widely-used energy- and water-consuming products that could have state-administered efficiency standards. In addition, a state may include efficiency standards that are more stringent than the federal standards in its own procurement guidelines.

**Building Codes**
Federal law explicitly provides that state or local building codes are not preempted by federal law if those codes meet several conditions. One condition is that a building code may not require installation of an appliance that exceeds federal efficiency standards.

**Legal Challenge: Washington Building Code May Include an Incentive for High-Efficiency Appliances**
Industry groups argued that Washington State’s building code was preempted because the code’s alternatives to installing more efficient appliances were so costly that builders were economically coerced to select the high efficiency appliances. In 2012, the Ninth Circuit rejected this review, holding that “the fact that certain options may end up being less costly to builders than others does not mean the state is, expressly or effectively, requiring those options.” The panel also held that a building code may not include a penalty for failing to install high efficiency appliances.

**Regulation of Air Pollution**
The Clean Air Act explicitly grants states the authority to set more stringent air pollution standards for stationary sources. By contrast, the Clean Air Act prohibits states from setting mobile source standards. (As mentioned, California may set mobile source standards, but only after receiving a waiver from the EPA.) Therefore, preemption claims in stationary source cases turn on whether a source is truly stationary.

The Clean Air Act authorizes state regulation of stationary generators, which EPA defines as engines that remain in one place for at least twelve consecutive months. Therefore, in 2011, the Ninth Circuit rejected a preemption challenge to California rules targeting “nonroad engines” used on farms because the generators would remain in place for at least one year.

Efficiency advocates have identified 21 widely-used energy- and water-consuming products that could have state-administered efficiency standards.
The Commerce Clause and Supremacy Clause of the Constitution impose limits on state power. This Appendix provides an introduction to these Clauses, and describes how federal courts have applied them to state energy laws. The Appendix also summarizes four statutes implicated in recent preemption challenges to state energy policies: the Federal Power Act, Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA), the Clean Air Act, and the Energy Policy and Conservation Act (EPCA).

Dormant Commerce Clause
The Commerce Clause of the Constitution (Article I, § 8) authorizes Congress “to regulate commerce with foreign nations, and among the several states, and with the Indian tribes.” While the Commerce Clause focuses on what Congress can do, courts have inferred in the provision a limit on state power to regulate interstate commerce. The judicial doctrine is known as the “dormant Commerce Clause.”

The “fundamental objective” of the dormant Commerce Clause is to “preserv[e] a national market for competition undisturbed by preferential advantages conferred by a state upon its residents.”135 States retain considerable authority to regulate matters affecting local concerns,136 but courts have invoked the dormant Commerce Clause to strike state laws that:

1. discriminate against out-of-state economic interests;
2. regulate commerce that takes place wholly outside of its borders; or
3. unduly burden interstate commerce.

A court may find that ostensibly discriminatory state action stands outside of dormant Commerce Clause scrutiny; for instance, if the states is acting as a “market participant” rather than a regulator. If a state law implicates the dormant Commerce Clause and trips the first or second test, courts will typically strike down the law as an unconstitutional assertion of state authority. The third test is a fact-based inquiry. Courts weigh whether a law’s burdens on interstate commerce are “clearly excessive” relative to its local benefits.

Across all three tests, the dormant Commerce Clause “protects the interstate market, not particular interstate firms, from prohibitive” state regulation.137 Therefore, the fact that the burden of a state regulation falls on only some interstate firms or impedes particular methods of operation does not, by itself, establish a claim under the dormant Commerce Clause.138

State Laws that Discriminate against Out-of-State Interests
“In all but the narrowest circumstances,” courts will strike down a state law if it mandates differential treatment of in-state and out-of-state competing economic interests in a way that benefits the former and burdens the latter.139 The classic example is a protective tariff, which taxes goods imported from other states but does not tax similar goods produced in state.140

However, state laws can be discriminatory without being so explicitly protectionist. Courts also find unconstitutional economic protectionism on the basis of a discriminatory purpose or effect.141 For example, courts will typically strike down a law that is intended to protect local economic interests from outside competition,142 or that has the effect of erecting economic barriers against interstate competition.143

Courts subject state laws that discriminate against interstate commerce to strict scrutiny.144 This exacting standard requires a state to demonstrate both that the law has a non-protectionist purpose and that there is no less discriminatory means for achieving that purpose.145 Shielding in-state businesses from competition is “almost never a legitimate local purpose.”146 However, quarantine laws may survive; for instance, the Supreme Court determined that Maine’s ban on imports of live baitfish served the legitimate purpose of protecting the native ecology, and that there was no less discriminatory means for achieving that purpose.147
On grounds of discrimination, the Supreme Court has struck down an Oklahoma law requiring ten percent of electric utilities’ coal purchases to be from in-state suppliers, an Ohio tax credit for selling ethanol produced in Ohio, and a New Hampshire utility commission order prohibiting a utility from exporting hydropower to another state. The Seventh Circuit struck down Illinois and Indiana laws that required generators to install pollution controls so they could continue to use in-state coal rather than purchase cleaner out-of-state coal to comply with federal sulfur dioxide limits.

State tax policy must also navigate the constraints of the dormant Commerce Clause. The Supreme Court has held that “states may not impose taxes that facially discriminate against interstate business and offer commercial advantage to local enterprises, that improperly apportion state assessments on transactions with out-of-state components, . . . or that have the ‘inevitable effect [of] threaten[ing] the free movement of commerce by placing a financial barrier around the state.’”

It is no defense that a law levies a discriminatory tax on intrastate commerce as well. However, a state tax on interstate activity may be appropriate if that tax or an equivalent “compensating tax” is applied to in-state commerce.

The Supreme Court has not directly addressed a Commerce Clause challenge to subsidies; however, in passing it has distinguished “[d]irect subsidization of domestic industry” from “discriminatory taxes” in a way that appears to condone subsidies:

[t]he Commerce Clause does not prohibit all state action designed to give its residents an advantage in the marketplace, but only action of that description in connection with the state’s regulation of interstate commerce. Direct subsidization of domestic industry does not ordinarily run afoul of that prohibition; discriminatory taxation of out-of-state manufacturers does.

The Court has also noted that a “pure subsidy funded out of general revenue ordinarily imposes no burden on interstate commerce, but merely assists local business.” By contrast, subsidies funded by a tax on out-of-state competitors, or tax exemptions withheld from an in-state entity serving out-of-state interests or made conditional on the purchase of in-state products and the hiring of in-state workers, are problematic because each acts to “handicap[]” out-of-state competitors.

The Sixth Circuit’s decision about an Ohio tax incentive package to Daimler-Chrysler further illustrates a constitutional difference between types of tax incentives. The Court struck down an investment tax credit awarded to Ohio businesses that expand in the state rather than in other parts of the U.S., because it discriminated against interstate commerce. However, the Court upheld the property tax exemption as a subsidy that properly incentivizes the productive use of local property. Scholars debate the existence of a true distinction between taxes and subsidies but it appears to survive in Supreme Court jurisprudence.

Finally, “any notion of discrimination . . . assumes a comparison of substantially similar entities.” If businesses provide different products, serve different markets, or have other relevant differences, the dormant Commerce Clause may not apply.

The Supreme Court has therefore allowed differential tax treatment for gas sales by in-state public utilities and interstate natural gas marketers because they sold different products in different markets to different types of customers. Relying on this Supreme Court decision, the Second Circuit concluded that RECs from facilities that provide energy to New England are a different product from RECs from other parts of the country. It therefore upheld a Connecticut RPS that only recognizes RECs from New England or an adjacent region.

State Actions that Are Outside the Scope of the Commerce Clause

The Supreme Court has held that “nothing in the purposes animating the Commerce Clause prohibits a state . . . from participating in the market and exercising the right to favor its own citizens over others.” In other words, where it is acting as a “purchaser, seller, or producer” of products and services, a state may patronize or prefer in-state businesses.

For instance, the Supreme Court has upheld a Maryland abandoned car bounty program that required more documentation from out-of-state scrap processors; a South Dakota policy that prioritized sales to in-state purchasers from a state-owned cement plant; and a local hiring requirement for city-financed construction projects in Boston.

Therefore, even as a broker of goods, “[t]he state may not impose conditions . . . that have a substantial...
regulatory effect outside of that particular market.” The Court therefore rejected Alaska’s contention that as a “market participant” in the raw timber market, the state could restrict downstream processing to in-state companies.  

Moreover, courts will not apply the exemption where a state appears to be wielding regulatory power. As the Third Circuit has explained:

When a public entity participates in a market, it may sell and buy what it chooses, to or from whom it chooses, on terms of its choice; its market participation does not, however, confer upon it the right to use its regulatory authority to control the actions of others in that market.

On this reasoning, the Third Circuit struck down a Delaware prevailing wage law that differentiated between in-state and out-of-state apprenticeship certifications, because the law extended beyond a specific contract or project to set state-wide policy, and set penalties for employers that did not follow the payment tiers. Likewise, the Supreme Court refused to extend the market participant exception to Los Angeles when it set requirements for trucks entering its port. The city was setting air pollution policy under threat of criminal penalties for violators, rather than acting to protect a narrow proprietary interest.

In a closely related line of cases, the Supreme Court has also allowed traditional government functions to sidestep Commerce Clause scrutiny. Therefore, while the Supreme Court has overturned local rules requiring solid waste to be deposited at a particular privately owned transfer station, it allowed New York to require waste haulers to deliver to an in-state public waste processing plant.

The Court also applied this reasoning to find that Kentucky could tax interest on out-of-state public bonds while exempting interest on in-state public bonds. The Court observed that state and local governments are “vested with the responsibility of protecting the health, safety, and welfare of [their] citizens.” Therefore, laws favoring publicly provided goods and services are not prohibited by the dormant Commerce Clause, so long as they are “directed toward any number of legitimate goals unrelated to protectionism.”

Finally, Congress may authorize state action that would otherwise violate the dormant Commerce Clause. When Congress does so, state action consistent with Congress’s directive is “invulnerable” to dormant Commerce Clause claims.

**State Laws that Regulate Extraterritorially**

Courts may also strike down a state law that regulates commerce occurring wholly outside the boundaries of the state. The inquiry turns on whether the statute directly controls conduct in another state, which could subject that conduct to inconsistent rules.

The Supreme Court has rarely invoked extraterritoriality to strike down a state law. In 1935, the Supreme Court ruled that “New York has no power to project its legislation into Vermont by regulating the price to be paid in that state for milk acquired there.” The Court echoed this prohibition decades later to void state laws that regulated alcohol prices in other states.

The Court also discussed this prohibition in dicta in a case that struck down a New York town’s waste flow rules. The Court held that the waste flow rule was protectionist, and that the only non-protectionist argument the town could make was unjustifiably extraterritorial.

Although the Supreme Court has rarely invoked extraterritoriality to void a state or local law, all but one federal Circuit has adopted a dormant Commerce Clause analysis that considers extraterritoriality. Extraterritorial cases turn on whether a state law “has the practical effect of controlling commerce that occurs entirely outside of the state.”

A pair of cases from the Sixth Circuit suggests possible contours for this doctrine. In 2010, the court upheld Ohio’s requirements for hormone-free labeling claims on dairy products sold in that state. The court found that the labeling requirements did not dictate to out-of-state producers how to label their products outside of Ohio; therefore, it did not “impede or control the flow of milk products across the country.”

In 2013, the court voided a Michigan law requiring a “unique-to-Michigan” label on returnable bottles and cans sold in that state. Michigan wanted to prevent people from importing empty bottles and cans to benefit from Michigan’s generous bottle deposit refund. The law “not only requires beverage companies to package a product unique to Michigan but also allows Michigan to dictate where the resulting product can be sold.” The two cases can be read to mean that a state may require
product labeling, but not if it effectively limits the seller's market. Requiring an out-of-state seller to use geographically explicit labels that restrict sales to a single state amounts to control of commerce occurring entirely outside of the state.

The Tenth Circuit recently adopted a much narrower reading of the doctrine, which if followed would sharply limit its application in energy cases. In its 2015 decision affirming a lower court ruling upholding Colorado's RPS (see page 9), the court concluded that the application of the extraterritorial doctrine has been limited by the Supreme Court to state laws that involve "tying the price of in-state products to out-of-state prices."云端

**State Laws that Unduly Burden Interstate Commerce**

A law that is not discriminatory, does not regulate extraterritorially, and is "directed to legitimate local concerns" will "frequently survive" dormant Commerce Clause scrutiny notwithstanding "incidental" effects on interstate commerce. However, a court may strike down such a law when the burden imposed on [interstate] commerce is clearly excessive in relation to the putative local benefits.

The Court established this test in *Pike v. Church*, which voided an Arizona law that required in-state processing of cantaloupes grown in Arizona. In that case, a company that shipped its fruit out of state for processing sued, alleging that the Arizona law required it to invest in new processing facilities. The Court determined that the burden on the company outweighed the purported benefit of the Arizona law, which was to enhance the reputation of Arizona growers.

The *Pike* test is fact-intensive. "Exact figures are not essential (no more than estimates may be possible). . . but it takes more than lawyers' talk to condemn a statute under *Pike*." When evaluating the burden on interstate commerce, courts will consider "the nature of the local interest involved, and . . . whether it could be promoted as well with a lesser impact on interstate activities." A court takes a "less strict scrutiny" approach and "proceeds with deference" to the purported local purposes and benefits of state law.

Applying *Pike*, the Supreme Court upheld an Arkansas Public Service Commission order asserting jurisdiction over wholesale rates charged by an electric cooperative to its members. The Court determined that while the state's regulation of prices paid by cooperatives might affect interstate prices, the effect would be no more than any state regulation of retail utilities. This incidental effect did not outweigh the state's interest in regulating prices that would ultimately be paid by in-state ratepayers.

The Court also upheld a Kansas Corporation Commission order extinguishing rights to produce Kansas gas if the gas is not produced in timely fashion, even though it had the effect of increasing in-state producers' sales at the expense of out-of-state producers. According to the Court, the effects on interstate markets were not "clearly excessive in relation to Kansas' substantial interest in stimulating production to prevent waste and protect correlative rights."

A federal district court that upheld Colorado's RPS distinguished the state's requirement that utilities procure renewable energy from state regulations that set maximum trailer lengths and requirements for mudguards for trucks that traversed a state's highways. In the truck cases, the court concluded, "a lack of uniformity among state laws can be a significant burden to interstate commerce." The RPS, however, does "not make it more difficult for electricity to flow between states that are connected via the same grid." A federal district court in Maryland similarly concluded that state support benefiting a power plant located in a particular region of the PJM grid does not constitute an undue burden on interstate commerce because the state is "not affect[ing] the ability of other market participants to sell energy and capacity in the PJM Markets."

The Colorado court also concluded that a rule favoring a type of electricity generation does not burden interstate commerce. "The critical inquiry is whether market shift caused by the [law] places a greater burden on interstate commerce than is placed on intrastate commerce." The court found no evidence that the RPS causes greater harm to out-of-state fossil fuel producers and generators than in-state fossil fuel interests. The Supreme Court has observed that a "nondiscriminatory regulation serving substantial state purposes is not invalid simply because it causes some business to shift from a predominantly out-of-state industry to a predominantly in-state industry."

The Supreme Court has recently expressed reservations about the judiciary's ability to engage in *Pike's* fact-based inquiry. In the Kentucky decision upholding tax preferences for state municipal bond
income, the Court said that “the current record and scholarly material convince us that the Judicial Branch is not institutionally suited to draw reliable conclusions of the kind that would be necessary . . . to satisfy a Pike burden in this particular case.”

A year earlier, the Court warned that it would not “rigorously scrutinize economic legislation passed under the auspices of the police power” for the purpose of judging the wisdom of such legislation. In separate concurrences to that decision, Justice Scalia rejected the Pike test outright, while Justice Thomas reiterated his long-standing position that the dormant Commerce Clause “has no basis in the Constitution and has proved unworkable in practice.”

The Pike test, however, remains valid, and courts continue to apply it to evaluate nondiscriminatory state laws. Because the test is fact-specific, it is difficult to generalize about its application.

Supremacy Clause
The Constitution's Supremacy Clause, Article VI, § 2, empowers federal legislative action to preempt or supersede state law. Congress can preempt state action expressly, or by implication, such as when a federal law occupies the same field as or conflicts with state law.

“The purpose of Congress is the ultimate touchstone in every preemption case.” To determine whether a state law is preempted, courts first “focus on the plain wording of the [federal law], which necessarily contains the best evidence of Congress’ pre-emptive intent.” If the federal law expressly preempts state action, the state law cannot stand.

If there is no express preemption, courts must determine if there is implicit preemption. If a state is acting on its “historic police power” or in an area “traditionally occupied” by the states courts start with a presumption against preemption. In general, traditional police powers involve matters relating to public health and safety, including utility regulation. By contrast, no such presumption exists if a state is regulating in an area “where there has been a history of significant federal presence.” When the presumption against preemption applies, courts can overcome the presumption by finding that the state law is “field” preempted or “conflict” preempted by federal law.

When the federal law “envisions a federal-state relationship marked by interdependence,” “[p]reemption inquiries . . . are particularly delicate.” Where “coordinate state and federal efforts exist within a complementary administrative framework, and in the pursuit of common purposes, the case for federal preemption becomes a less persuasive one.” Courts must be careful not to confuse the ‘congressionally designed interplay between state and federal regulation’ for impermissible tension that requires preemption under the Supremacy Clause.

Field Preemption
“States are precluded from regulating conduct in a field that Congress . . . has determined must be regulated by its exclusive governance.” Courts can glean Congress’s intent to occupy a given field of regulation from a law’s “structure and purpose;” for instance, where a scheme of federal regulation is “so pervasive as to make reasonable the inference that Congress left no room for the states to supplement it.” Similarly, courts can infer field preemption if Congress’s act relates to a field where the “Federal interest is so dominant that the Federal system can be assumed to preclude enforcement of state laws on the same subject.”

The Supreme Court recently explained that “[f]ield preemption reflects a congressional decision to foreclose any state regulation in the area, even if it is parallel to federal standards.”

Conflict Preemption
Courts find conflict preemption when a state law “stands as an obstacle to the accomplishment and execution of the [Congress’s] full purposes and objectives.” For example, the Supreme Court held that an Arizona law that made it a misdemeanor for “an authorized alien to knowingly apply for work” conflicted with federal immigration law because “Congress made a deliberate choice not to impose criminal penalties.” The Court determined that Arizona’s conflicting method of enforcement “would interfere with the careful balance struck by Congress with respect to unauthorized employment of aliens.”

A state law is also preempted if it is impossible for a party to comply with both state and federal law. When a Court determines that there is a conflict, the relative importance of the state’s interest is immaterial; state law must always yield to federal interests.

Market Participant Exception
When a state government acts as a market participant, and not a regulator, its actions may not be subject to preemption (for discussion of the
dormant Commerce Clause’s market participant exception, see page 19). For example, the Supreme Court held that the National Labor Relations Act did not preempt a state construction contract that included terms about labor issues because the state was acting “as proprietor and its acts therefore are not ‘tantamount to regulation’ or policymaking.”

On the other hand, much as in the dormant Commerce Clause context, a state may not use its purchasing power to achieve regulatory goals. Therefore, the Supreme Court struck down a Wisconsin statute that barred the state from contracting with a firm that had been repeatedly sanctioned by the National Labor Relations Board. The Court found that the Wisconsin law “functions unambiguously as a supplemental sanction for violations” of federal law, and therefore “conflicts with the [National Labor Relations Board’s] comprehensive regulation of industrial relations.”

Federal Statutes that May Preempt State Energy Law

The Federal Power Act, the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA), the Clean Air Act, and the Energy Policy and Conservation Act (EPCA) have been implicated in recent preemption challenges to state energy policies. The portions of each statute relevant to recent preemption challenges are summarized below.

The Federal Power Act

The Federal Power Act (FPA) provides authority to FERC over interstate transmission and transactions while preserving states’ historic regulatory roles. In the FPA, Congress declared that FERC’s jurisdiction generally “extend[s] only to those matters which are not subject to regulation by the states.”

One of Congress’s reasons for entering the field of electricity rate regulation was to close the “gap” identified by the Supreme Court in Atteboro. In that 1927 case, the Court struck down a state utility commission’s order that set the rate of a sale by a utility in Rhode Island to a utility in Massachusetts. That order imposed “a direct burden on interstate commerce” and was therefore beyond the authority of either state. The Court concluded that only Congress has authority to close this “gap” and regulate interstate sales.

Seventy-five years later, the Court remarked that while Atteboro “catalyzed the enactment of the FPA,” it is “perfectly clear that the original FPA did a good deal more than close the gap in state power.”

To close the gap, Congress provided FERC with jurisdiction over the “sale of electric energy at wholesale in interstate commerce.” The FPA also grants FERC authority over “the transmission of electric energy in interstate commerce” and over “all facilities for such transmission or sale of electric energy.” Section 201 of the statute reserves state jurisdiction over “any other sale of electric energy,” such as retail sales to end users, or over facilities used for generation, local distribution, or intrastate transmission.

The FPA also provides FERC with jurisdiction over “rules or practices that ‘directly affect the wholesale rate.’” That broad grant of authority is limited by the reservation of state authority in section 201. FERC may not regulate retail rates, for example, even if it concludes that retail rates “directly affect” wholesale rates. But FERC’s authority over wholesale rates, and rules and practices directly affecting those rates, is not diminished by the effects on retail rates or on other matters reserved for state authority.

Similarly, state regulation, such as resource planning and generation siting, “affects” FERC-jurisdictional wholesale markets, but those effects do not limit state authority. Therefore, “FERC’s authority over interstate rates does not carry with it exclusive control over any and every force that influences interstate rates.”

While “Congress meant to draw a bright line easily ascertained between state and federal jurisdiction,” the “landscape of the electric industry has changed since the enactment of the FPA [in 1935].” Some changes have been technological; others are regulatory, such as the breakup of vertically integrated utilities by some states. As a result, the jurisdictional boundaries set by the FPA more than eighty years ago can be difficult to apply.

The Supreme Court decided two FPA cases in 2016, FERC v. EPSA and Hughes v. Talen. In these cases, the Supreme Court explained that the FPA “makes federal and state powers ‘complementary’ and ‘comprehensive’ and ‘envisions a federal-state relationship marked by interdependence.’ In EPSA, which affirmed FERC’s jurisdiction over wholesale demand response, the Court characterized FERC’s rule as a “program of cooperative federalism.”

These characterizations of the relationship between federal and state regulation stand in stark contrast
FERC has established a rebuttable presumption that utilities that are members of an RTO or ISO should be relieved of their obligation to purchase energy from qualifying facilities larger than 20 megawatts. For smaller QFs, a utility can apply for an exemption for each QF that requests a contract.

PURPA requires states to set prices at which each utility must purchase from qualifying facilities, while not allowing that price to “exceed . . . the cost to the electric utility of the electric energy which, but for the purchase from such [QF] such utility would generate or purchase from another source.” PURPA thus expands previous state jurisdiction under the FPA by requiring limited wholesale ratemaking. However, state regulation of wholesale rates that strays outside the boundaries of PURPA, either by regulating rates paid to generators that have not been certified by FERC as QFs or by mandating rates that are higher than “incremental cost” (also known as avoided cost), can still be preempted by the FPA.

In 2010, FERC explained that it is “reluctant to second guess the state commission’s determinations” of avoided cost for capacity and energy. A state’s determination of avoided cost “may take into account obligations imposed by the state that, for example, utilities purchase energy from particular sources of energy or for a long duration.” FERC’s decision thus allows a state to set an avoided cost rate applicable only to sources eligible to meet a state’s renewable energy mandate.

FERC regulations require that QFs have the option of either: 1) selling energy “as available” and receiving a rate based on “avoided costs calculated at the time of delivery;” or 2) providing energy or capacity “pursuant to a legally enforceable obligation . . . over a specified term” and receiving a rate based on “avoided costs calculated at the time of delivery” or “avoided costs calculated at the time the obligation is incurred.” In 2016, a federal district court held that Massachusetts’ rule providing QFs with a single rate, equal to the hourly spot price generated by the FERC-regulated ISO New England market, violated these regulations. According to the court, the Commonwealth’s rule eliminated a QF’s ability to choose a rate “calculated at the time the obligation is incurred.” FERC has stated that QFs must have this option “unconditionally.”

FERC has also instructed that states and utilities

to the “bright line” between federal and state authority that the Supreme Court envisioned in earlier cases. It remains to be seen how lower courts will apply the Supreme Court’s seemingly more flexible understanding of jurisdictional boundaries.

Despite a more nuanced view of FPA jurisdiction, the Court nonetheless struck down a state program in Hughes that it concluded “intruded on FERC’s authority over interstate wholesale rates.” The Court affirmed a Fourth Circuit ruling that FERC’s exclusive jurisdiction over wholesale rates preempted a state public service commission order that required utilities to enter into contracts that effectively “supplant” rates generated by a FERC-approved wholesale auction market. The Court held that the “fatal defect” of the state-mandated contracts between utilities and a generator selling in the PJM markets was that they “condition[ed] payment of funds on capacity clearing the [FERC-regulated] auction.” The Court concluded that the contracts did not transfer anything of value between the parties but were a purely financial arrangement that operated “within the auction” to adjust the FERC-regulated price.

The Court has consistently held that FERC’s exclusive authority includes “the authority to determine the reasonableness of wholesale rates.” But the Second Circuit held that in setting retail rates a state may “impute” revenue from a reasonable estimate of a regulated utility’s wholesale sales because that inclusion does not constitute regulation of wholesale rates. That court drew a “distinction between, on the one hand, regulating [ wholesale] sales, and on the other, reflecting the profits from a reasonable estimate of those sales in [retail] rates.”

Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA)

PURPA, enacted by Congress in 1978, opened the generation market to non-utility-owned generators. The statute directed FERC to promulgate rules requiring utilities to purchase electricity from “qualifying cogeneration and small power production facilities.” A qualifying facility (QF) is either a renewable generator smaller than 80 megawatts or a co-generator that meets certain efficiency requirements.

In 2005, Congress allowed FERC to terminate the requirement that utilities purchase energy from PURPA generators in regions where there are competitive markets for wholesale energy. FERC has established a rebuttable presumption that utilities that are members of an RTO or ISO should be relieved of their obligation to purchase energy from qualifying facilities larger than 20 megawatts. For smaller QFs, a utility can apply for an exemption for each QF that requests a contract.

FERC has also instructed that states and utilities...
may not erect barriers to obtaining a “legally enforceable obligation.” A utility may not condition a contract on completion of a facilities study or interconnection agreement, because the utility may use such requirements as a means of delaying the “legally enforceable obligation.”

A utility or state is also forbidden from using a competitive solicitation as the sole mechanism for obtaining a long-term contract.

In short, “the establishment of a legally enforceable obligation turns on the QF’s commitment, and not the utility’s actions.”

Clean Air Act

For centuries, court-made law enabled persons harmed by pollution to seek relief on grounds that the pollution was a “nuisance” or had wrongfully trespassed on the victims’ property. The Third and Sixth Circuits have ruled that the Clean Air Act (CAA) does not preempt state common law claims for air pollution.

The CAA assigns states a large role in regulating pollution from stationary sources such as fossil-fuel fired power plants. Upon approval by EPA, states can implement and enforce the federal permitting programs set forth under the CAA. All states set source limits that will help the state achieve federal air quality and visibility targets. Meanwhile, Section 116 of the CAA explicitly authorizes states to set emission standards for stationary sources that are more stringent than the CAA requires.

However, the CAA prohibits state regulation of motor vehicle fuels, motor vehicles, non-road engines and vehicles, and aircraft. A string of challenges by taxicab associations against city “clean fleet” rules suggest that states could encourage, but not require, taxi owners to drive low-emission vehicles and withstand a CAA preemption challenge (see page 16).

Meanwhile, at least one circuit has ruled that states may regulate air pollution from off-the-grid or backup generators.

Energy Policy and Conservation Act

The 1975 Energy Policy and Conservation Act (EPCA) requires the Department of Transportation to establish average fuel economy standards for automobiles. These standards, known as CAFE standards, preempt any state or local standard “related to fuel economy standards or average fuel economy standards for automobiles.”

The EPCA also sets efficiency standards for a range of consumer products and requires the federal Department of Energy to amend the standards, if necessary. Those federal standards preempt state appliance standards, unless DOE grants the state a waiver.

Standing and Private Rights of Action: Grounds for Dismissal

Standing is the ability of a party to participate in a legal action. In response to recently filed lawsuits, states typically file motions to dismiss that argue that the challenger lacks standing. In general, a party cannot bring a legal action simply because of dissatisfaction with government policy. According to the Supreme Court, to bring an action in federal court a party must demonstrate Constitutional standing; that is, the party must show that:

1. It has suffered an “injury in fact,” defined as an invasion of a legally-protected interest which is (a) concrete and particularized and (b) actual or imminent, not conjectural or hypothetical.
2. There is a causal connection between the injury and the conduct complained of; the injury is traceable to the challenged action of the defendant, and not the result of the independent action of some third party not before the court.
3. It is likely, as opposed to merely speculative, that the injury will be redressed by a favorable decision by the court.

Even if a party can demonstrate those three elements necessary for Constitutional standing, the Supreme Court has determined that “a plaintiff may still lack standing under the prudential principles by which the judiciary seeks to avoid deciding questions of broad social import where no individual rights would be vindicated and to limit access to the federal courts to those litigants best suited to assert a particular claim.” To demonstrate prudential standing, a party must assert his own legal interests rather than the interests of a third party.

A challenger may also need to establish that a federal court has jurisdiction under a particular statute. For example, PURPA provides a private enforcement mechanism through which “[a]ny electric utility, qualifying cogenerator, or qualifying small power producer” may petition FERC to enforce implementation of the statute. If FERC does not initiate an action, the petitioner may then file suit in a federal district court. If a petitioner has not complied with PURPA’s “administrative exhaustion” requirement, a federal court can dismiss a PURPA complaint for lack of subject-matter jurisdiction.
Two federal district courts ruling on challenges to states’ zero emission credits in July 2017 held that the Federal Power Act does not create a “private right of action.” In 2015, the Supreme Court explained that the Constitution’s Supremacy Clause “is silent regarding who may enforce federal laws in court, and in what circumstances they may do so.” In that case, the Court held that neither the Clause itself nor the federal law at issue provided plaintiffs with the right to bring a preemption challenge. The district courts’ application of the Court’s holding to the FPA is being appealed to the Second and Seventh Circuits. If upheld, states would have a complete defense to Federal Power Act preemption challenges filed by private litigants.
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